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7 reasons Benedict Cumberbatch 
shouldn't fear the reviews of Hamlet 

By Chris Bell Friday, Aug 14 2015, 18:55 BST  
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As Shakespeare himself might have exclaimed: "Huzzah!" Thanks to the presence of 
a certain film and TV megastar, the Barbican's latest production of Hamlet has 
eclipsed everything else in Theatreland ever since it was first announced back in 
March 2014.  

 
And don't worry: despite a couple of shrill, negative early reviews, Digital Spy can 
confirm it's both extraordinary and unmissable. But more importantly, with Benedict 
Cumberbatch in it, along with elements linked to Game of Thrones and even The X 
Factor, it might just be the most DS-ish cultural event this year, seemingly laser-
targeted to excite you. And here's why: 

 
1. Benedict Cumberbatch is ace in it 

 
Just in case you hadn't heard, Britain's foremost TV & film star is playing Hamlet 
himself - and whether you're a drooling fan or mere interested observer, witnessing 
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that kind of star power up close and unedited is worth the ticket price alone. But it's 
also, arguably, a pivotal moment in the Cumbercareer: playing the Prince of Denmark 
is an acting rite of passage undertaken by everyone from Laurence Olivier to David 
Tennant to, um, Mel Gibson. And one that, in the previews at least, BC has firmly got 
his teeth into.  

 
The entire production orbits his performance - whether he's bellowing with 
melancholic despair or hyperactively sprinting around the stage. Or, at one point, 
dancing across a table in slow motion dressed as a toy soldier. But he's not the only 
attraction… 
 
2. It has Mance Rayder in it too 

 
You know nothing, Jon Snow: the leader of the Free Folk from Game of Thrones lives 
again, with actor Ciarán Hinds giving a menacing portrayal of Hamlet's nemesis uncle 
Claudius - the man who murdered his father then married his mother. It makes this a 
bizarre fantasy TV mashup - and probably your only chance to see Sherlock going 
toe-to-toe with the undead leader of the Wildlings. But that's not all… 

 

© HBO Ciarán Hinds as Mance Rayder 

 
3. It's a TV spotter's dream 

 
Like the only kind of panto Brian Sewell would sit through, Hamlet is an I-Spy book of 
upcoming and established Brit acting talent.  
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So you might have seen Horatio (Leo Bill) before in a Doctor Who Christmas special; 
Cornelius (Nigel Carrington) put in a decent shift on Corrie; Guildenstern (Ruairi 
Conaghan) enjoyed a walk-on in Downton Abbey; while the ghost of Hamlet's father 
(Karl Johnson) was a regular on Lark Rise to Candleford. And if you think Ophelia 
(Siân Brooke) is weepy and annoying, then maybe you'd prefer her work in Channel 
4's Not Safe for Work.  

 
Good God - was this entire production put together specifically to appeal to DS 
readers? Perhaps, as… 

 
4. The staging could be from The X Factor 

 
OK - that would be a weird live show. But you'll already know set designer Es 
Devlin's work: as well as countless operatic and theatrical productions, she's also 
designed the backdrops for both Sam Smith and Ed Sheeran on various X Factor 
and Brits performances. As well as world tour sets for Kanye West, Miley Cyrus and 
U2, and Louis Vuitton fashion shows. Oh, and the London Olympics Closing 
Ceremony and the Opening Ceremony of next year's Rio Olympics.  
 
But in Hamlet, she's arguably outshone even the Cumberbrilliance - with a detailed, 
breathtakingly opulent mansion set that abruptly transforms at the interval. First half: 
think Downton Abbey. Second half: think Downton, but raked with gunfire and 
compost, and an open grave in the hallway. Carson would hit the f**king roof. 
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5. This is Shakespeare at his most accessible… 

 
Celebrity participation and beautiful scenery help, of course. But the production itself 
is also painstakingly approachable to a wider audience - from the Nat King Cole 
records to the banana-republic military pomp to the (controversial) decision to shift 
Hamlet's most famous soliloquy ("To be or not to be…") to the first scene.  

 
Traditional but not stuffy, and at times genuinely hilarious, this might be the best way 
to see Shakespeare's most famous play - and the tragedy that inspired everything 
from The Lion King to Sons of Anarchy. 

 
6. …But not too accessible 

 
Cumberbatch's timely plea to theatregoers last week - to refrain from filming the 
production with phone cameras - has been well-publicised.  
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But just in case, the auditorium is also now patrolled by sentinel-esque theatre staff, 
on hand to ensure that amateur filmographers - and Daily Mail journalists - are 
prevented from breaking the actors' concentration. And despite reports, even ardent 
Cumberbitches - or rather, Cumberpeople - seem to be restraining themselves 
admirably, suppressing any screams and instead merely throwing flowers at the final 
curtain. And finally… 
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7. It's cheaper than the cinema 
 
Well, not if you pay the reported £1,500 that tickets are going for on eBay. But then 
you'd be a fool to. Not only do you get a better view from the cheaper Upper Circle or 
Gallery seats, but the Barbican is also releasing 30 seats every day for just £10 (sold 
at the advance ticket desk from 10.30am) - making it cheaper per minute than seeing 
Mission: Impossible 5. Less motorcycle chases, sure.  
 
But with a Digital Spy wishlist cast like this? On a stage like this? Performing the 
play that inspired everything from The Lion King to Sons of Anarchy? As the Dane 
himself would say: 'tis a consummation devoutly to be wish'd.’ 
 


